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Review: Houston makes for inspired imagery as
accompaniment to symphony’s ‘Gra!ti’ performance
Houston Symphony's take on Unsuk Chin's work came alive with the feel
of the city, thanks to images from local director Alex Luster.

Chris Gray November 22, 2021 Updated: November 22, 2021, 12:40 pm
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It’s a rare treat to see the Houston Symphony perform a work that actively engages

with the city itself. The orchestra’s wide-reaching, and rightfully lauded, community-

engagement efforts are one thing, but watching its musicians perform while footage of

Houston’s highways and byways scrolls by is something else.

That’s just — what’s the word? — cool.

Such an experience would be welcome anytime, be it set to the music of Tchaikovsky or

UGK. But the choice of Unsuk Chin’s “Graffiti” was inspired. Her 23-minute piece has

little to do with Houston on the surface; the L.A. Philharmonic debuted it in 2013. But its

restless energy, chaotic spirit, and pockets of strange beauty felt uniquely appropriate

when paired with Houston-based filmmaker Alex Luster’s images.

Under guest conductor Matthias Pintscher, Juilliard composition professor and music

director of Paris’ Ensemble Intercontemporain, the chamber-size orchestra — one stand

each of strings, with bigger complements of winds and percussion — crafted a

confounding collage of sounds that amounted to a riot of conflicting impulses:

assorted plinking and scraping, open-hearted bells, and surreal, serene moments of

suspended animation.

“Graffiti” frequently created feelings of restlessness and adventurousness, qualities

that have defined this city since the get-go. It was easy to imagine some subscribers

squirming, but then again, Houston has not always looked kindly on those who play it

safe.

Meanwhile, the hundreds of images Luster shot brought home just how much local

artists have tagged practically every piece of available real estate — houses,

commercial buildings, warehouses, transformer boxes, highway embankments —

thereby creating a bottom-up identity for the city far from the traditional corridors of

Director Alex Luster
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power. One especially stunning shot, set to the clamor of a carillon, lingered on a huge

‘Howdy’ on the roof of an abandoned high-rise hotel: perhaps a welcome and warning at

the same time.

The other marquee moment was Hélène Grimaud’s performance of Ravel’s Piano

Concerto in G Major, from 1932. The French-born soloist — an author and wildlife-

conservation activist when not tickling the ivories — alternated dizzying single-note

flurries with rippling, more contemplative moments in the opening, a de facto homage

to George Gershwin’s jazz-inflected orchestrations. Her sparkling tone and lusty attack

formed a solid foundation for Ravel’s piquant bursts of trumpet and piccolo, while the

harp briefly took control during an interlude that foreshadowed the introspective

middle movement.

There, Grimaud began with a pensive and unhurried theme that felt oddly detached,

although the strings added some warmth, but grew more impassioned amid a series of

luminous woodwind solos during the second half. (That section had an especially big

night.) The finale became an all-out sprint, Grimaud bobbing and weaving around

eruptions of flute, brass, and the odd whip crack. Not only is Ravel’s concerto stirring

and stylish, she also made it seem like great fun to play.

Saturday, these pieces were bookended by dueling impressions of Spain by Ravel and

his countryman Claude Debussy: lots of castanets, languid tempos, and nocturnal

swoons. The latter’s “Iberia,” part of his Images pour orchestre suite, opened the

concert by creating moods that veered from warm and sultry to festive and enticing.

Ravel’s Rapsodie espagnole, meanwhile, closed out the night with similarly evocative

portraits of Iberian customs, incorporating the malagueña and habañera dances with

lively rhythms and blooming bursts of color. Here and elsewhere, the entire evening

amounted to an early Thanksgiving feast for the woodwinds, as English horn, oboe,

flute, and bassoon all dug in deep.

Chris Gray is a Houston-based writer.
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